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1 

s, t, p, i , n, a 
 

  
      

ant pan pant tap pip pin spin tin 
 

A pin is in a tin and an ant is in the tin. 

Nap sits in the tin. 

The tap is in the pan. 

I sat in a tin and in a pan. 

The ant sat in a pit. 

I pant and pant. 

Snap nips a pip and it’s in a tin. 

Pat spins the tin. 

Spit the pip Nap and pat the ant. 

 

Spin the tin and tip it in the pan. I spin it and spin 

it and tip it. I pant as I spin and I sit. A a a a I 

sat in a tin and a pan. As I sit, I pat an ant. 
 

 

 

 

 

Snap 
Nap 
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2 

c, k, e, h, r, m, d 

 

 

The map          is in the desk. 

A rat sat on a mat. 

Dad sat on the damp sand. 

He has a hat, a sack         , a cat as a pet and 

ten rats. 

The man          has a pen     in his desk. 

She mends a rip. 

The kids step on the damp sand. 

She crept in the camp and had a rest. 

He did a set in his test.  

The men had caps at hand. 
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3 

c, k, e, h, r, m, d 
 

 

Dad has a pet. It is a cat. The cat sits in a 

pan.          Cat is sad.           It ran and ran 

and hit a stand.            The cat had a cramp 

in its hand and crept in a tent.              It 

met a hen          and cat and hen sat in the 

tent. A rat crept in. It hid in a sack.       Cat 

and hen hit the sack. Rat is mad and acts 

mad. It ran and ran in the tent. In the end, 

dad hits                   the rat and sends it in 

the mist. 
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4 

g, o, u, l, f, b 

 

A fat crab             is in the pink bed. 

Mum           got big, fat plums              for me 

and Sam. 

We must get the milk          for mum and dad. 

He has a big spot on his lip. 

I got a red belt               as a gift. 

A soft cat is in the big bed and mum gets 

mad. 

Stop! And hop on a leg. 

A bus                   is big, but a crab       is not. 

An elf         has a flag       and a drum          in 

his hand. 
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5 

g, o, u, l, f, b 
 

Sam, the dog,         is big and soft. It got 

milk       in a mug      from Pat and me.      Sam 

held the mug but still drops milk and mum got 

mad.       Sam ran and went up the hill.       On 

On the hill, a fat crab      rests in the hot 

sun.           Sam stops and hops            on the 

crab. The crab got mad and fell in the        

mud. Sam ran and ran,             and huffed and 

puffed. Pat and I got up the hill.          We 

got a stick     and helped the crab. Sam, Pat 

and I went back. Sam fell on his rug         and 

slept. Pat and I slept in the big pink bed. 
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6 

j, z, w 

 

The kid swam               well in the swell. 

We swam and got wet.  

The tramp       got wet. 

The       tramp slept in the junk. 

You grab the tramp       from the hand. 

I wept          and wept till I slept.  

I sell the gum,            but not the drum. 

I drank         from the jug. 

I will get lost in the frost. 

The drink       will buzz and fizz in a mug. 

Just get a jug,        but not a mug.  

Just fill the jam      in the mug.  

The pig          has a wig          for a hat.  
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The jet            went west         in a zap. 

The       zebra jumps to the left      in a buzz. 

The wind blows        from the west. 

The zip       went zip zap up the flap. 

The bell       rang well. 

You will win       gold if you run        well. 

Just jog         a bit and you will win. 

She jogs over the hill. 

The slim boy jogs up the hill. 

We huff and puff as we run up the hill.  

We got a belt           from the wigwam.  

The web         is in a tent.  

The       fat man hid the rug             in the big 

wigwam.   
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8 

v, y, x 

 

The van is velvet. 

The vet            has a pet in the van. 

The van has a vent         on top of it. 

The vest        in is the van. 

Did you go         in the van?  

Yes, I am in the van.  

I can sit in the van. 

The six dogs are in the van. 

The yak            is in the van. 

It yaps and yaps to exit the van.  

A fox is in a box.  

The box is next to the van. 

Next to the        fox, sits a fat hog. 
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Do not vex the hog.       It will get mad. 

The wax          is next to the exit of the van. 

The wax is in the box.  

The wax melts in the sun. 

The vet yells            at the cat. 

I can fix the six cats that sit in the box. 

The van           went yank as it hit a can.  

The         vet can fix           the van. 

The vet has an         exam on pets. 

The      vicar is in the van. 

The vicar is vivid.  

Just mix the milk       for the vicar. 

The vicar      visits the vet to go for a pet.  

The vicar can mix a pen      for a pan.  


